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“And, when you want something, all the universe
conspires in helping you to achieve it.”
Paulo Coelho, The Alchemist

Em-path-ic
1. Sharing someone’s feeling.
2. Having the same emotion with others through similar experience.
3. Feeling as if I were in someone’s situation.
4. Sympathizing with someone’s emotions.
5. Feeling connected mentally to your surrounding environment and people.

Ex-change
1. Giving and receiving.
2. Conversation between two.
3. Sharing something presented between two.
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Abstract
My work explores the empathy existing between humans and animals. It is possible for humans and animals
commune empathically by staring at one another. With empathy, human and animal connection can be built;
comfort and healing can be found through this form of exchange. Non-verbal communication with animals may not
often be thought about seriously. I aim to share the experience of empathy, comfort and power of healing through
communication with animals I have felt, and to awake people with similar experiences in their memory through my
works.
As a child, I thought I could not be truly understood by others. I felt isolated. I found comfort through contact
with animals, and continued to observe them. I lose my sense of isolation when I see the response of animals to
me. I heal psychologically. But we do not (need to) talk.
My works suggest empathy is also possible between humans by non-verbal communication. I suggest
to viewers the possibility to connect through the senses; vision, touch, and sound. I hope their sensibility and
receptivity is extended by my work and it allows people to open to a greater experience of one another.
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내 작업은 인간과 동물 사이에 존재하는 공감을 탐험한다. 인간과 동물은 서로를 응시함으로써 공감적으로 교감할

수 있다. 공감을 통해 인간과 동물은 연결되고, 이러한 형태의 교환을 통해서 우리는 안위와 치유를 얻을 수 있다.
동물들과의 비언어적인 소통이 진지하게 생각되지 않을 수도 있다. 그러나 나는 동물들과의 소통을 통해서 내가

느꼈던 공감, 평안함 그리고 치유의 힘을 내 작품을 통해서 사람들과 공유하고, 그들의 기억 속에 남아있는 유사한

경험들을 다시 환기시키고 싶다.

어렸을 때 나는 내가 다른 사람들에게 완전하게 이해되지 못하다고 생각했다. 나는 종종 고립감을 느꼈다.

동물과의 접촉을 통해서 비로소 평안함을 찾았고, 그 후로 그들을 계속 관찰하였다. 나와의 교감을 통해 동물들이
반응하는 것을 볼 때 마침내 나는 고립감에서 벗어날 수 있었다. 나는 심리적으로 치유되었다. 그러나 우리(나와

동물)는 어떤 말도 (필요)하지 않았다.

나의 작품은 인간 사이에서도 공감이 비언어적 소통에 의해 가능하다고 제안하고 있다. 나는 관람자들에게

시각, 촉각, 그리고 소리 즉, 감각들을 통해 연결됨이 가능하다고 제안하고 있다. 그들의 지각과 인지가 나의 작품에
의해 확장되길 바라며 그것이 다른 사람의 확장된 경험과도 함께 교감하기를 바란다.
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Clay, Nature and Healing
I believe that various distinctive characteristics of clay allow me to devote myself to do works of art. Clay is the

material derived from nature, so I think it could give people the feeling of warmth. When I shape a work with clay,

I feel comfortable and warm just as I had played with clay in my childhood. I believe that not only for me, but it

enables also the viewers to feel cured with the sense of nature as well. Clay is also honest and truthful in that it
represents the state of my mind as it is. It produces results as much as I give my mind to work. Moreover, clay

has the strong merit in that there is no limit of expression. With clay, I can express any types of works, such as a

plane figure, three-dimensional artwork, various texture and rhythmical beauty. After all, clay is the best material

that makes it possible for me to express my thoughts and emotions into works of art and the effective means that
helps people to heal.

"We live with a callous on the heart. Only the artist can remove it."

— Pete Hamill
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“Meanwhile, I faced one wild pony and kept eye contact with him.”
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Motive
When I started to study art, I thought art has the power to heal. Especially, as a ceramic artist, I want to show
that clay is authorized art therapy material. Moreover, from my experience, the ‘empathy’ has the most powerful
emotion to help others who have a hard time releasing it.
I was born in Korea. I am the middle child with an older sister and younger brother. My father is a policeman
and my mother is a middle school teacher. They are always busy and quite strict. They pushed us to study hard
and be a model for others. When I was young, my sister was very smart and enjoyed studying but I was not. I
thought I was different and I could not relate to my siblings. So I thought I was wrong. I tried to keep my real
character hidden and tried to become the person who my parents wanted me to be in order to receive the same
love from my parents. It was only when they praised me, could I feel happy and I was reassured in their love for
me ( Now I know how much they loved me and love me ). During this time in my life, I think I was in cage that I
made, yet, I really wanted to be free. I thought my friends and even my family members, couldn’t truly understand
my mind. Therefore, I spent most of my time with my dog, huggig her and looking into her eyes. I could feel
comfort and warmth, but most importantly, I felt empathy from her. After this period of my life, I enjoyed watching
documentaries about animals, and looking at animals’ pictures and seriously considered becoming veterinarian. I
have since chosen to express this passion through creating animal figures in my studio.
One day I went to a zoo alone to see animals. I looked around the zoo catching a glimpse of many animals.
Meanwhile, I faced one wild pony and kept eye contact with him. I gazed deep into his big and gloomy eyes for a
long time. At that moment, I could intuit his feeling through that contact. He seemed to say to me, "I want to run
and play freely in the wild! But...I'm scared at the same time. I'm used to be obedient to humans and feel safe
in here." He stared at me with his sad and blurred eyes as if he already was stuck in his life in the zoo. I could
commune with him. We did not talk each other. We did not need a word. I could not assure he also empathized
with me. However, only through the eye contact, I could feel empathy with him and healed. To this day, I cannot
forget that mysterious moment.
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Vincent Van Gogh,
Vincent’s Chair with His Pipe Arles,
December, 1888, London, National Gallery
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Empathy
Empathy means understanding what others are feeling because you have experienced it yourself or can put
yourself in their shoes. With empathy, you feel vicarious experiencing of the feelings, thoughts, or attitudes of
another. If someone sheds tears in front of us, we might also shed tears. That is because we feel empathy with his
or her sadness. If someone shed tears when we shed tears, we think he or she could understand our mind and
feel empathy. Through that interchange of feeling, we might be able to heal and relieve our sadness.
Interestingly, empathy can connect to art. As the imaginative ascribing to an object, works of art presents
feelings or attitudes in oneself. (dictionary.com)
“By means of empathy, a great painting becomes a mirror of the self.”
When I visited London in 2007, I saw Van Gogh’s Chair in the London National Museum for the first time.
At that moment, I felt something hot coming up in the depth of my mind. I did not know why I felt like this, but I
could understand van Gogh’s mind, and my heart hurt. I felt empathy. Like van Gogh, I think I can tell my stories
to viewers through my works. I can give them only the merest part of my experience, and then they can share
thousands of their experiences by feeling empathy.
When I visited the RISD Nature Lab for the second time, I saw stuffed birds; a lot of dead birds laid in a
glass case with a nametag. I noticed a red-dot sticker on one nametag and I was curious about that. I asked the
lab assistant about it. She told me, “They are sold.” I know these red-dot stickers, which have the same meaning
in a gallery, but I could not understand how a dead bird could be sold. I did not say anything. I just returned to my
studio, and I made a clay sculpture of the dead bird. I made the bird in three parts. I’m not sure why.
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Her Value, 12 x 7 x 5 inches,
Stoneware, 2015
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My Emotion Diary, 38 x 24 x 11 inches,
Stoneware, Terra sigillata, Glaze, 2014
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Non-verbal Communication
All forms of life have their own way of making conversation. Even among one form of life, human beings, we have
a lot of different languages. However, we all live together “harmoniously” on the Earth. How can this be possible?
It is because we can communicate without languages. Non-verbal communication, which includes expression,
gesture, eye contact, and sound of voice, makes conversation possible across many kinds of differences.
When I arrived in the USA, my first semester at RISD, I felt confused, panicked and depressed. I was
shocked that I couldn't understand the lectures, critiques and even conversations with people. I brought a lot
of hopes and expectations here. But I felt isolated and frustrated. My first project, “My Emotion Diary” series,
documents the daily emotions I felt at that time as a foreigner. I made a mold of a simplified horse figure. And
then I made the same horse forms everyday like a diary book and wrote my emotions on each of their surfaces.
Sometimes I drew on them, cut them, or carved them. I documented my daily and momentary emotional
experience on their bodies.
I used a horse figure to express myself because I thought that its formative and inherent characteristics are
similar to mine. I connected myself with a horse, which is lively and energetic but simultaneously semi-domestic
and submissive to humans. Moreover, I represented myself with a horse to arouse my suppressed feelings and
display unconscious desires and conflicting egos. The horse is my muse.
On the other hand, the horse also represents others. I designed the horse figures using a press-mold so
that I could have same basic forms that mean “any person” or “anonymous people” to which I could add different
emotions. Varied feelings are represented by many kinds of textures and visual effects. In addition, depending on
the installation of the horses, I can show various relationships between each piece. My works aim to communicate
with viewers via my symbolized identity and to evoke sympathy and encourage them to find their true identities
by looking back on their lives as well. The “My Emotion Diary” series created a form for the non-verbal
communication that I needed as a foreigner.
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Hand of Language, 13 x 20 inches,
Paper and ink, 2015

I asked my friends, who are all from different countries, how to write “touch me” in their own languages. They
taught me how to I write this phrase, and I wrote all the different languages but with the same meaning along the
line in my hand on the paper.
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OTL, 70 x 11 inches,
Color Pens and Laser Printed on Papers, 2015

During the seminar class at RISD, I received this article for the first assignment. The reading contains only eight
pages but the article is written about artistic thoughts “the languages of art world.” The context was unfamiliar
and written by English. I did my best to read it all and tried to understand it. However, I often felt frustrated
because of the speed in which I was understanding the article. The only eight pages of the reading felt as if it was
knocking me down. The word of title “OTL” is a pictogram for texting in cellphones in Korea. That represents the
appearance of person face down with both hands on the grand. This pictogram means frustration. These papers
with my marks embody my experience with communication difficulty in America.
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I imagined the Tower of Babel. I made
the horse figures as anonymous
people to show the scene of the
human who is eager to climb up the
pedestal and is on the top but melting.
Babel, 39 x 39 x 63 inches,
Stonware, Iron, Black Pedestal, 2015
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My Emotion Diary II, 13.5 x 7 x 11 inches,
Iron, 2015
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My Emotion Diary II, 13.5 x 7 x 11 inches,
Iron, 2015
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Reflection of My Story, 43 x 32 x 12 inches, Glass, Light Box, 2015
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I made glasses look like eyeballs and wrote down my
story on the surface. I put them on the light box to show
their reflections.
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Touch and Sound
By means of non-verbal communication, people are able to use their senses.Touching and hearing, in particular,
can be powerful means of communication. Through touch, people can directly sense someone's skin, temperature
and even heartbeat. Most people allow this physical contact when they feel intimacy with others. When we meet
people who we like, we hug or kiss them. We pat animals and feel their soft fur and warmth. Without any words,
we can connect through this skin-to-skin contact.
When I first lived with my host family in America, I could not speak English and was not able to understand
their speaking well. However, they always held my hand, hugged me or kissed my cheek. It made me comfortable
and I felt warmth and love instead of being nervous. At that time, I never felt lonely because of their touch.
Sound can bring a lot of meaning to audiences. Even if we can’t understand their language, we can interpret their
mind with their voice through tone and pitch. We can also hear in an animal’s voice and feel what they want to say.
All musicians communicate with their audiences through their own sound and the audience allows this sound to
move their heart. I believe these senses of communication are very powerful and moving.
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Touching Sound
This performance is “Touching Sound: My Instrument of Communication.” During the performance using sight,
tactile, and hearing of ceramics, I communicated with viewers without any words. The seven record shaped
ceramic plates are made up of different clays with different textures on the surfaces. Clay is the most sensuous
material so it can present every fine trace from my hand. After fired, they keep the various textures that can
make different sounds responding to the touch of my hand with actions such as tapping and rubbing. This sound
becomes louder with contact microphone underneath the ceramic plates. I performed like a player with my
instrument and tried to communicate with viewers through the touching sound.
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Touching Sound: My Instrument of Communication, Variable Size,
Ceramics, Contact Microphone, Amp Speaker, 2015
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Healing Sound
This Project is “Healing Sound.” I used ceramic material from the state of raw clay to small and large pieces of
fired clay. They have different textures made up of various kinds of clay and glazes. I believe since this is a natural
sound of clay derived from nature, this can act as art therapy with healing sound. Through experimentation, I found
sounds that are low pitch and low frequency are comforting to people. I created a space dark with soft and warm
lights and subtle visual effects for comfort. In this relaxed space, I created a performance with sounds of touching
(rubbing and tapping) ceramics with the viewers seated on a soft blanket. I conveyed to the viewers this subtle
sound, encouraging them to feel relaxed with it. First, I performed alternately with non-verbal communication and
then made a harmony. It shows that this non-verbal communication with various ceramic sounds joins together
with the healing sounds of 'joyful humming' that I performed in the end.
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Healing Sound, Variable Size
Ceramics and Mixed Media, 2015
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Marina Abramovic, The Artist in Present,
Museum of Modern Art in New York, 2010
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Eye Contact
In the spring of 2010, one thousand five hundred and forty five visitors took part in Marina Abramovic’s three
month durational performance “The Artist is Present,” the centerpiece of her retrospective exhibition at the
Museum of Modern Art in New York. Over the three months, Abramovic was sitting at a table in the middle of
MoMA waiting to be met by her audience. She just looked into their eyes. They did not say anything to each other,
but someone was smiling and someone was shedding tears. Complete strangers communicated only through eye
contact.
When people see each other they contact each other’s eyes first. When they talk to each other, they usually
stare into each other’s eyes. The eye is the window of the mind, and people disclose their identity, personality and
the state of mind in a given moment though their eyes. Sometimes we can read each other’s thoughts without
words through eye contact. Animals also make eye contact to recognize one another or establish which is stronger.
When I look at someone’s eyes, I see some images in the reflection. When I see the reflection in another’s
eyes, I imagine what they are looking at and how they might feel. For example, if I see a reflection of a camera in
a horse’s eyes, I imagine they might feel uncomfortable, and I feel empathy. When I look into someone else’s eyes
and feel like they love me, I feel the reflection of myself appears adorable. When I look into someone’s eyes and
feel like they hate me, I don’t want to see the reflection of myself in their eyes. So the eyes are not only a window,
but also a mirror.
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Horse Eye, 8 x 5 x 10 inches,
Earthenware, Engobe and Glaze, 2015
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You and Me, 8 x 5 x 7 inches,
Earthenware, Engobe and Glaze, 2015
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Fill Me, 8 x 5 x 6 inches,
Earthenware, Engobe and Glaze, 2015
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Eye Series
My Eye series represents the kinship between humans and animals. My works show that non-verbal
communication is possible between inter-species through sense organs. Eye series tries to implement how
humans and animals are able to connect first through a sense of sight and feel empathy for each other through
staring back. Humans and animals can build connection, find their comfort and furthermore, heal through visual
communing and empathy. This non-verbal communication with animals cannot be prevalent in everyone. However,
I want to share my experience that I feel empathy, comfort and the power of healing through communication with
animals and make people have similar experience through my works. I make works as a conduit that creates a
space making viewers feel connected with animals through senses, such as vision, tactile, auditory, etc. Therefore,
the space extends their sensibility and receptivity and makes people open to experience.
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Eye #1, 10 x 10 x 12 inches,
Stoneware, Glaze, 2015
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Eye #2, 13 x 9 x 11 inches,
Stoneware, Terra Sigillata, Glaze, 2015
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Eye #3, 13 x 10 x 10 inches,
Stoneware, Glaze, 2015
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Eye #4, 10 x 6 x 10 inches,
Stoneware, Glaze, 2015
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Eye #5, 13 x 11 x 10 inches,
Stoneware, Glaze, 2015
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Eye #6, 13 x 10 x 7 inches,
Stonware, Glaze, 2015
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Eye #7, 13 x 7 x 10 inches,
Stoneware, Underglaze, 2015
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Eye #8, 13 x 10 x 3 inches,
Stonware, Glaze, 2015
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Eye Bowl, 8 x 8 x 7 inches,
Earthenware, Engobe, Glaze, 2015
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Eyepond, 55 x 48 x 20 inches, Stoneware, Glaze 2015
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Eyepond, 55 x 48 x 20 inches,
Stoneware, Glaze 2015
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Empathic Exchange, 10 x 10 x 22 inches,
Earthenware and Glaze, 2016
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Empathic Exchange, 10 x 10 x 22 inches,
Earthenware and Glaze, 2016
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“At that time, I just spent my time looking at my dog's eyes or hugging her. I could feel comfortable and warm when she also looking at my eyes.”
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From childhood, the beauty of animals’ individual forms and their free look in nature has captivated me. I have
a growing affection and interest in them. I also could feel freedom by seeing them flying and running and have
yearned after them. While I raised dogs, I learned how I could communicate with them through eyes and physical
contacts. Through "empathic exchange" with them, I can experience comfort and healing in hard times when I felt
isolated in human society. This communing with another being lets me know the new way of empathic exchange.
This experience makes me realize the possibility of healing through non-verbal communication and empathy.
어릴 때부터 동물들의 조형적 아름다움과 그 자유로움의 매료되어 동물에 대한 애정과 관심을 키워왔다. 자연속에서
자유롭게 날아다니고 뛰어다니는 모습에서 자유를 느끼고 그들을 동경해왔다. 강아지들를 키우면서 그들과 눈을
통해, 접촉을 통해 교감하고 대화를 나누었다. 그들과의 "공감적 교환"을 통해 나는 사회 속에서 고립되는 힘든

시간들 속에서도 마음의 평안과 치유를 경험했다. 다른 사람들에게서 느끼지 못한 다른 존재와의 교감은 나에게

새로운 공감의 세계를 느끼게 했고 그러한 경험은 나에게 비언어적인 소통과 공감을 통한 치유의 힘을 깨닫게 했다.
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Empathic Exchange: Look into my eye
The large ambiguous structure has two eye shapes. One is on the top and the other is located below. Both have an
opening. The lower opening is big enough for viewers to look inside. The inside of the structure has many different
images painted on the wall. In the floor inside, there are footprints of a baby, adult and horse. Through the hole on
the top, one ray of light shines all of them inside.
During building this structure line by line, I felt the clay I touched leaving my marks as it is. My daily emotions
and efforts remain intact in the giant structure. I made my own space that presents the pure inside of myself and I
can communicate with viewers through this space. While I was building it up, I went into the inside of the structure
and I drew my story. I drew images I have impressed or have imagined in my life. I want to communicate to others
with these images. I recreated the footprint of my childhood to the present and also included the horse's. They
represent that I traveled back in time in the space during when I drew these paintings and actually, I felt myself
becoming a child again when I drew them. The footprint of the horse is my alter ego's.
I enjoyed that people did not have an expectation about the inside of the structure at first and then they
were surprised when they looked into the opening of the eye. The outside of the structure is very simple and not
colorful. The shape of eye is also simple and symbolic. But the inside is very colorful and expresses many stories.
I made the hole of the eye lower because I wanted to lead the viewers to be active and have contact with my eye
and look through it. Finally, we can communicate through this "eye contact".

Empathic Exchange: Look into my eye,
48 x 55 x 53 inches, Stoneware and Underglaze, 2016
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